
Product Specifications

ALTA

CONIFER
9716-0-AAL

COLORWAYS

DESCRIPTION

END USE

WIDTH

REPEAT

WEIGHT

CONTENT

FLAME RESISTANCE

FINISH

ABRASION

COLORFASTNESS TO CROCKING

COLORFASTNESS TO LIGHT

PILLING

SEAM SLIPPAGE

BREAKING STRENGTH

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

NORMAL CARE INSTRUCTIONS

All fabric subject to dye lot variations

FPSSA

100% Polyester

PASSES: NFPA 260, Cal 117-2013

0.38" V x 2" H

21.94 ounces per linear yard

Upholstery

56" wide

ASTM D4157 Wyzenbeek - 80,000 Double Rubs

Amber, Flint, Forest, Linen, Persimmon, River

A bold herringbone on a soft, sturdy fabric

Alta™ PFAS Free Performance Technology and Acrylic Backing

AATCC 8 - Wet: Class 4.5 / Dry: Class 4.5

AATCC Method 16 (40 hours) - Class 5

ASTM D3511 - Class 5

ASTM D 4034 - Warp: 120.0 lbs / Fill: 30.5 lbs

ASTM D5034 - Warp: 412 lbs / Fill: 170 lbs

Spot clean only with a water-free cleaning solvent. Pretest a small, inconspicuous area before proceeding. Do not saturate. DO NOT USE WATER. Pile 

fabrics may require brushing with a non-metallic, stiff-bristle brush to restore appearance. Cushion covers should not be removed and dry-cleaned. To 

prevent overall soiling, frequent vacuuming or light brushing with a non-metallic, stiff-bristle brush to remove dust and grime is recommended. When 

cleaning a spill, blot immediately to remove spilled material. Clean spots or stains from the outside to the middle of the affected area to prevent 

circling. Overall cleaning by a professional furniture cleaning service is recommended.

LebaTex recommends the end use of a product as specified on the spec sheet only. It is the 

customer's responsibility to determine code compliance if a product is to be used in a way other 

than its recommended end use. If a product is ultimately selected and installed in an application 

that it was not intended for, all liability falls to the customer.

China

FSA
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